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Abstract Mining frequent itemsets has emerged as a fundamental problem in data mining and plays an es-

sential role in many important data mining tasks. In this paper, we propose a novel vertical data representation

called N-list, which originates from an FP-tree-like coding prefix tree called PPC-tree that stores crucial infor-

mation about frequent itemsets. Based on the N-list data structure, we develop an efficient mining algorithm,

PrePost, for mining all frequent itemsets. Efficiency of PrePost is achieved by the following three reasons. First,

N-list is compact since transactions with common prefixes share the same nodes of the PPC-tree. Second, the

counting of itemsets’ supports is transformed into the intersection of N-lists and the complexity of intersect-

ing two N-lists can be reduced to O(m + n) by an efficient strategy, where m and n are the cardinalities of

the two N-lists respectively. Third, PrePost can directly find frequent itemsets without generating candidate

itemsets in some cases by making use of the single path property of N-list. We have experimentally evaluated

PrePost against four state-of-the-art algorithms for mining frequent itemsets on a variety of real and synthetic

datasets. The experimental results show that the PrePost algorithm is the fastest in most cases. Even though

the algorithm consumes more memory when the datasets are sparse, it is still the fastest one.
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1 Introduction

Data mining has attracted tremendous amount of attention in the database research community due to

its wide applicability in many areas. Frequent itemset mining is a very popular data mining technique

and plays an essential role in many important data mining tasks such as mining associations, correlations,

causality, sequential itemsets, episodes, multi-dimensional itemsets, max-itemsets, partial periodicity and

emerging itemsets [1].

Frequent itemset mining was first proposed by Agrawal et al. [2] for market basket analysis in dealing

with the problem of mining association rule. The task of mining association rule is to analyse consumer

behaviors by discovering intrinsic associations between different items that customers have bought from

stores or supermarkets. A famous example is the discovery that people who buy diapers also frequently

buy beers. Such information, about what products are frequently purchased jointly, can be used to
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optimize the marketing of the products by helping retailers arrange the layout of the store and target

certain groups of customers.

Since the first proposal of this new data mining task and its associated efficient mining algorithms, there

have been hundreds of follow-up research publications, on various kinds of extensions and applications,

ranging from scalable data mining methodologies, to handling a wide diversity of data types, various

extended mining tasks, and a variety of new applications [3]. Although lots of papers on mining frequent

itemsets have been published in recent years, how to design efficient mining methods is still one of several

critical research problems yet to be solved [3,4].

In this paper, we propose a new method, PrePost, for efficiently mining frequent itemsets. PrePost

employs a novel data structure, N-list, to represent itemsets. N-list stores all crucial information about

itemsets. By combining the search approach of candidate set generation-and-test and the search approach

of mining frequent itemsets directly without candidate generation, PrePost achieves very high efficiency

in mining frequent itemsets.

Efficiency of PrePost is achieved by the following three reasons. First, N-list has the same compressing

degree as the FP-tree, and thus is much more compact than previously proposed vertical structure (such

as diffset [5]). Second, the counting of supports is transformed into the intersection of N-lists and the

complexity of intersecting two N-lists can be reduced to O(m+n) by an efficient strategy, where m and n

are the cardinalities of the two N-lists. For counting supports of itemsets, intersection of N-lists is much

more efficient than intersection of Tid-sets by avoiding unnecessary comparison. Third, PrePost can find

frequent itemsets without generating candidate itemsets in some cases by using the single path property

of N-list. The single path property of N-list can efficiently deal with the problem of too many candidate

itemsets of Apriori-like method in local ranges.

For evaluating the performance of PrePost, we conduct a comprehensive performance study to compare

the performance of PrePost with four state-of-the-art mining algorithms, which are FP-growth, FP-

growth*, dEclat and eclat goethals. The experimental results show that PrePost is faster than all these

four algorithms. In addition, the results also confirm that N-list is a very compact structure, whose

average length is about several orders of magnitude smaller than that of diffset, which is a kind of

efficient Tid-set.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 intro-

duces the detailed problem description, the N-list structure and its basic properties. Section 4 develops

an N-list-based algorithm called PrePost for efficiently finding frequent itemsets. Section 5 presents ex-

perimental results and performance study. Section 6 summarizes our study and points out some future

research issues.

2 Related work

Most of the previously proposed algorithms for mining frequent itemsets can be clustered into two groups:

the Apriori-like method and the FP-growth method [6]. The Apriori-like method is based on anti-

monotone property [7], called Apriori, which states that if any length k itemset is not frequent, its

length (k + 1) super-itemset also cannot be frequent. The Apriori-like method employ candidate set

generation-and-test strategy to discover frequent itemsets. That is, it generates candidate length (k+ 1)

itemsets in the (k + 1)th pass using frequent length k itemsets generated in the previous pass, and

counts the supports of these candidate itemsets in the database. A lot of studies, such as [5,7–10], adopt

the Apriori-like method. Different from the Apriori-like method, the FP-growth method mines frequent

itemsets without candidate generation and has proven very efficient. The FP-growth method achieves

impressive efficiency by adopting a highly condensed data structure called FP-tree (frequent itemset tree)

to store databases and employing a partitioning-based, divide-and-conquer approach to mine frequent

itemsets. Some studies, such as [1,11–13], adopt the FP-growth method.

The Apriori-like method achieves good performance by reducing the size of candidates. However,

previous studies reveal that it is highly expensive for Apriori-like method to repeatedly scan the database

and check a large set of candidates by itemset matching [1]. In order to deal with these problems,
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a number of vertical mining algorithms have been proposed [5,9,10]. Unlike the traditional horizontal

transactional database format, each item in a vertical database is associated with its corresponding Tid-

set, the set of all transaction ids where it appears. The advantage of vertical database format is that

the counting of supports of itemsets can be obtained via Tid-set intersection, which avoids scanning a

whole database. Tid-set is much simpler than complex hash or trees used in horizontal algorithms and

is also more efficient than them in counting supports of itemsets. Vertical mining algorithms have been

shown to be very effective and usually outperform horizontal mining methods [5]. Despite the advantages

of the vertical database format, the vertical mining algorithms become ineffective since the intersection

time becomes too long when Tid-set cardinality (such as for very frequent items) is very large or there

are a very large number of transactions [5]. The FP-growth method wins an advantage over the Apriori-

like method by reducing search space and generating frequent itemsets without candidate generation.

However, the FP-growth method only achieves significant speedups at low minimum supports because

the process of constructing and using the FP-trees is complex [14]. In addition, recurrently building

conditional itemset bases and trees makes the FP-growth method inefficient when datasets are sparse.

On the one hand, the advantage of the FP-growth method is the FP-tree, which is a highly condensed

data structure for storing the database. On the other hand, the biggest advantage of vertical mining

algorithm is that itemsets are represented by transaction ids (TID). A question is whether we can integrate

the advantages of the two kinds of methods and form a new efficient mining algorithm, which may

overcome the shortcomings of the two kinds of methods.

Based on the above analysis, we propose a new mining algorithm, PPV, which combines an FP-tree-like

data structure with an intersection-based approach to discover frequent itemsets [6]. PPV is the first

work on integrating FP-growth method and vertical method. However, PPV fully employs candidate set

generation-and-test strategy to discovery frequent itemsets. Therefore, it has the inherent weakness of

Apriori-like methods. That is, PPV becomes inefficient when datasets are dense and frequent itemsets

are long [6]. In this paper, we develop a novel algorithm, PrePost, from PPV. The core difference between

PrePost and PPV is that PrePost can directly mining frequent itemsets without generating candidates.

This makes PrePost overcome the inherent weakness of PPV efficiently.

PrePost adopts a prefix tree structure called PPC-tree to store the database. Each node in a PPC-tree

is assigned with a Pre-Post code via traversing the PPC-tree with Pre and Post order. Based on the

PPC-tree with Pre-Post code, each frequent item can be represented by an N-list, which is the list of

PP-codes that consists of pre-order code, post-order code, and count of nodes registering the frequent

item. Like other vertical algorithms, PrePost adopts the Apriori-like approach to find frequent itemsets.

That is, it gets N-lists of the candidate itemsets of length (k + 1) by intersecting N-lists of frequent

itemsets of length k and thus discovers the frequent itemsets of length (k + 1). However, PrePost can

directly mine frequent itemsets without generating candidates in some cases.

3 Basic principles

3.1 Description of the problem

Let I = {i1, i2, . . . , im} be the universal item set. Let DB = {T1, T2, . . . , Tn} be a transaction database,

where each Tk(1 � k � n) is a transaction which is a set of items such that Tk ⊆ I. We also call A an

itemset if A is a set of items. Let A be an itemset. A transaction T is said to contain A if and only if

A ⊆ T . Let SPA be the support of itemset A, which is the number of transactions in DB that contain A.

Let ξ be the predefined minimum support and |DB| be the number of transactions in DB. An itemset

A is frequent if SPA is no less than ξ × |DB|. Given a transaction database DB and a ξ, the problem of

mining frequent itemsets is how to discover the set of all itemsets that have support no less than ξ×|DB|,
which is also called minimum threshold.

3.2 PPC-tree definition

Before introducing N-list, we first introduce PPC-tree, which is the basis of N-list. We define a PPC-tree
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Table 1 A transaction database

ID Items Ordered frequent items

1 a, c, g, f c, f , a

2 e, a, c, b b, c, e, a

3 e, c, b, i b, c, e

4 b, f, h b, f

5 b, f, e, c, d b, c, e, f

as follows.

Definition 1. PPC-tree is a tree structure:

1) It consists of one root labeled as “null”, and a set of item prefix subtrees as the children of the root.

2) Each node in the item prefix subtree consists of five fields: item-name, count, children-list, pre-

order, and post-order. item-name registers which item this node represents. count registers the number

of transactions presented by the portion of the path reaching this node. children-list registers all children

of the node. pre-order is the pre-order rank of the node. post-order is the post-order rank of the node.

According to Definition 1, PPC-tree looks like an FP-tree [1,15]. Note that, FP-tree is called PC-tree

in [15]. However, there are three important differences between them.

First, FP-tree has a node-link field in each node and a header table structure to maintain the connection

of nodes whose item-names are equal in the tree, where PPC-tree does not have such structures. So,

PPC-tree is a simpler prefix tree.

Second, each node in the PPC-tree has pre-order and post-order fields while nodes in the FP-tree have

not. The pre-order of a node is determined by a pre-order traversal of the tree. In a pre-order traversal,

a node N is visited and assigned the pre-order rank before all its children are traversed recursively from

left to right. In other word, the pre-order records the time when node N is accessed during the pre-order

traversal. In the same way, the post-order of a node is determined by a post-order traversal of the tree.

In a post-order traversal, a node N is visited and assigned its post-order rank after all its children have

been traversed recursively from left to right.

Third, after a FP-tree is built, it will be used for frequent itemset mining during the total process

of FP-growth algorithm, which is a recursive and complex process. However, PPC-tree is only used for

generating the Pre-Post code of each node. Later, we will find that after collecting the Pre-Post code of

each frequent item first, the PPC-tree finishes its entire task and could be deleted.

Based on Definition 1, we have the following PPC-tree construction algorithm.

To get a better understanding of the concept and the construction algorithm of PPC-tree, let’s examine

the following example.

Example 1. Let the transaction database, DB, be represented by the information from the left two

columns of Table 1 and ξ = 0.4. The frequent 1-itemsets set F1 = {a, b, c, e, f}.
Figure 1 shows the PPC-tree resulting from Example 1 after Algorithm 1 execution. The node with

(4, 8) means that its pre-order is 4, post-order is 8, the item-name is b, and count is 4. Note that the

PPC-tree is constructed using the right most column of Table 1 according to Algorithm 1. Obviously, the

second column and the last column are equivalent for mining frequent itemsets under the given minimum

support. In the rightmost columns of Table 1, all infrequent items are eliminated and frequent items

are listed in support-descending order. This ensures that the DB can be efficiently represented by a

compressed tree structure.

3.3 N-list: definitions and properties

In this section, we will give the definition of N-list and introduce some important properties of N-list,

which determine the efficiency of our new proposed algorithm for mining frequent itemsets. We first

define PP-code, which is the basic component of N-list.
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Figure 1 The PPC-tree resulting from Example 1 after running Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 (PPC-tree construction)

Input: A transaction database DB and a minimum support ξ.

Output: A PPC-tree and F1 (the set of frequent 1-itemsets).

Method: Construct-PPC-tree(DB,ξ)

1: [Frequent 1-itemsets generation]

2: According to ξ , scan DB once to find F1, the set of frequent 1-itemsets (frequent items), and their supports.

3: Sort F1 in support descending order as L1, which is the list of ordered frequent items. Note that, if the supports

of some frequent items are equal, the orders can be assigned arbitrarily.

4: [PPC-tree construction]

5: Create the root of a PPC-tree, Tr , and label it as “null”.

6: for each transaction Trans in DB do

7: Select the frequent items in Trans and sort out them according to the order of F1. Let the sorted frequent-item

list in Trans be [p|P ], where p is the first element and P is the remaining list.

8: Call insert tree([p|P ], T r).

9: end for

10: [Pre-Post code generation]

11: Scan PPC-tree to generate the pre-order and the post-order of each node.

12:

13: [Function insert tree([p|P ], T r)]

14: if Tr has a child N such that N.item-name = p.item-name then

15: increase N ’s count by 1;

16: else

17: create a new node N, with its count initialized to 1, and add it to T ′
rs children-list;

18: if P is nonempty then

19: call insert tree(P,N) recursively.

20: end if

21: end if

Definition 2 (PP-code). For each node N in a PPC-tree, we call 〈(N.pre−order,N.post-order) : count〉
the PP-code of N .

In fact, the goal of constructing PPC-tree is to generate the PP-codes of frequent items, since the

PP-codes can reflect the structure of the PPC-tree as follows.

Property 1. Given any two different nodes N1 and N2, N1 is an ancestor of N2, if and only if

N1.pre-order < N2.pre-order and N1.post-order > N2.post-order.

For the proof of Property 1, please refer to [16]. Property 1 also shows that nodes and their PP-code

are 1-1 mapping. That is, a node uniquely determines a PP-code and a PP-code also uniquely determines

a node. Therefore, we have the following definition.
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Figure 2 The N-lists of frequent items in Example 1.

Definition 3 (Ancestor-descendant relationship of PP-codes). Given two PP-codes X1 and X2, X1 is

an ancestor of X2 if and only if the node represented by X1 is an ancestor of the node represented by X2.

Let X1 be 〈(x1, y1) : z1〉 and X2 be 〈(x2, y2) : z2〉, Definition 3 is equal to the saying that X1 is an

ancestor of X2 if and only if x1 < x2 and yl > y2. We also call Y a descendant of X if X is an ancestor

of Y.

Definition 4 (N-list of frequent item). Given a PPC-tree, the N-list of a frequent item is a sequence

of all the PP-codes of nodes registering the item in the PPC-tree. The PP-codes are arranged in an

ascending order of their pre-order values.

Each PP-code in the N-list is denoted by 〈(x, y) : z〉, where x is its pre-order, y is its post-order and z is

its count. And the N-list of a frequent item is denoted by 〈(x1, y1) : z1〉, 〈(x2, y2) : z2〉, . . . , 〈(x1, yl) : zl〉,
where x1 < x2 < · · · < xl. For example, the N-list of f includes three nodes, which are 〈(2, 1) : 1〉,
〈(8, 4) : 1〉, and 〈(9, 7) : 1〉. Figure 2 shows the N-lists of all frequent items in Example 1.

Property 2. Given any two different nodesN1 andN2, which represent the same item (N1.item-name =

N2.item-name), if N1.pre-order < N2.pre-order, then N1.post-order < N2.post-order.

When N1.pre-order < N2.pre-order, it means that N1 is traveled earlier than N2 during the pre-order

traversal. Since N1 can not be an ancestor of N2 because they both register the same item, N1 must be

on the left branch of PPC-tree compared with N2. During the post-order traversal, the left branch will

also be traversed earlier than N2, so N1.post-order < N2.post-order.

Given the N-list of item i which is denoted by 〈(x1, y1) : z1〉, 〈(x2, y2) : z2〉, . . . , 〈(xl, yl) : zl〉, since we

arrange the PP-code in the accessed order during pre-order traversal, we have x1 < x2 < · · · < xl.

According to Property 2, we also have y1 < y2 < · · · < yl. For example, in Figure 2 the N-list of item c

is 〈(1, 2) : 1〉, 〈(5, 6) : 3〉 and the N-list of item f is 〈(2, 1) : 2〉, 〈(8, 4) : 1〉, 〈(9, 7) : 1〉. They both confirm

this property.

Property 3. Given the N-list of item i, which is denoted by 〈(x1, y1) : z1〉, 〈(x2, y2) : z2〉, . . . , 〈(xm, ym) :

zm〉, the support of item i is z1 + z2 + · · ·+ zm.

It is a consequence of the definition of PP-code. Since each PP-code corresponds to a node in PPC-tree,

whose count registers the number of transactions including item i, the sum of counts of nodes registering

item i is i′s support.

Note that in this paper we denote by L1 the set of frequent items, in which frequent items are sorted

in support descending order. Based on L1, we define � relation of two items as follows.

Definition 5 (� relation). For any two frequent items i1 and i2 (i1, i2 ∈ L1). i1�i2 if and only if i1 is

before i2 in L1.

For simplicity of description, any itemset P in this paper is denoted by i1i2 · · · ik, where i1 � i2 �
· · · � ik. We define the N-list of a 2-itemset, which only contains two different items, as follows.

Definition 6 (N-list of 2-itemset). Given any two different frequent items i1 and i2 (i1 is before

i2 in L1), whose N-lists are 〈(x11, y11) : z11〉, 〈(x12, y12) : z12〉, . . . , 〈(x1m, y1m) : z1m〉 and {〈(x21, y21) :

z21〉, 〈(x22, y22) : z22〉, . . . , 〈(x2n, y2n) : z2n〉} respectively. The N-list of 2-itemset i1i2 is a sequence of

PP-codes according to pre-order ascending order and is generated by intersecting the N-lists of i1 and

i2, which follows the rule below:
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b (4,8):4
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Ok  

(9,7):1

(4,8):1

Ok    4<9 and 8>7

bf

bf (4,8):2 Merge  

Figure 3 The N-list of bf in Example 1.

1) for any 〈(x1p, y1p) : z1p〉 ∈ the N-list of i1(1 � p � m) and 〈(x2q , y2q) : z2q〉 ∈ the N-list of

i2(1 � q � n), if 〈(x1p, y1p) : z1p〉 is an ancestor of 〈(x2q , y2q) : z2q〉, then 〈(x1p, y1p) : z2q〉 is added to the

N-list of i1i2. After that, we get an initial N-list of i1i2.

2) check the initial N-list of i1i2 again. Merge the nodes with the form of 〈(x1b, y1b) : z1b〉〈(x1b, y1b) :

z2b〉 · · · 〈(x1b, y1b) : zrb〉 to get a new node 〈(x1b, y1b) : (z1b + z2b · · ·+ zrb)〉.
As shown in Figure 2, the N-list of b is 〈(4, 8) : 4〉 and the N-list of f is 〈(2, 1) : 1〉, 〈(8, 4) : 1〉, 〈(9, 7) : 1〉.

Let’s see how to generate the N-list of bf by combining the N-list of b and the N-list of f . According

to Definition 6, we should check an ancestor-descendant relationship of 〈(4, 8) : 4〉 with each PP-code in

the N-list of f . Because 4, the pre-order of 〈(4, 8) : 4〉, is greater than 2, the pre-order of 〈(2, 1) : 1〉,
〈(4, 8) : 4〉 cannot be an ancestor of 〈(2, 1) : 1〉 in terms of Definition 3. Let’s go on comparing 〈(4, 8) : 4〉
and 〈(8, 4) : 1〉. Since 4, the pre-order of 〈(4, 8) : 4〉, is less than 8, the pre-order of 〈(8, 4) : 1〉, and 8,

the post-order of 〈(4, 8) : 4〉, is greater than 4, the post-order of 〈(8, 4) : 1〉. According to Definition 3,

〈(4, 8) : 4〉 is an ancestor of 〈(8, 4) : 1〉. In terms of Definition 6 (first rule), 〈(4, 8) : 1〉, which is composed

of the pre-order and post-order of 〈(4, 8) : 4〉 and the count of 〈(8, 4) : 1〉, is added to the N-list of bf .

In the same way, we know that 〈(4, 8) : 4〉 is an ancestor of 〈(9, 7) : 1〉. So, 〈(4, 8) : 1〉, which is composed

of the pre-order and post-order of 〈(4, 8) : 4〉 and the count of 〈(9, 7) : 1〉, is also added to the N-list of

bf . By checking the elements in the N-list of bf , we find that the only two elements that have the same

pre-order and post-order, are 4 and 8 respectively. According to Definition 6 (second rule), we should

combine 〈(4, 8) : 1〉 and 〈(4, 8) : 1〉 to form 〈(4, 8) : 2〉. So, the N-list of bf is 〈(4, 8) : 2〉. Because there

are no other elements except 〈(4, 8) : 4〉 in the N-list of b, the processing is stopped. Figure 3 shows the

whole processing procedure. In the same way, we know that the N-list of cf is 〈(1, 2) : 1〉, 〈(5, 6) : 1〉.
Based on Definition 6, let us generalize it to the concept of the N-list of a k-itemset(k � 3).

Definition 7 (N-list of k-itemset). Let P = ixiyi1i2 . . . i(k−2) be a itemset (k � 3 and each item

in P is a frequent item), the N-list of P1 = ixi1i2 . . . i(k−2) be 〈(x11, y11) : z11〉, 〈(x12, y12) : z12〉, . . . ,
〈(x1m, y1m) : z1m〉, and the N-list of P2 = iyi1i2i(k−2) be 〈(x21, y21) : z21〉, 〈(x22, y22) : z22〉, . . . , 〈(x2n,

y2n) : z2n〉. The N-list of P is a sequence of PP-codes according to pre-order ascending order and

generated by intersecting the N-lists of P1 and P2, which follows the rule below:

1) for any 〈(x1p, y1p) : z1p〉 ∈ the N-list of P1(1 � p � m) and 〈(x2q , y2q) : z2q〉 ∈ the N-list of

P2(1 � q � n), if 〈(x1p, y1p) :z1p〉 is an ancestor of 〈(x2q, y2q) : z2q〉, then 〈(x1p, y1p) : z2q〉 is added to the

N-list of ixiyi1i2 . . . i(k−2). After that, we get an initial N-list of P .

2) we check the initial N-list of P again and merge the nodes with the form of 〈(x1b, y1b) : z1b〉〈(x1b, y1b) :

z2b〉 · · · 〈(x1b, y1b) : zrb〉 to get a new node 〈(x1b, y1b) : (z1b + z2b · · ·+ zrb)〉.
For example, we have known the N-list of bf and cf are 〈(4, 8) : 2〉 and 〈(1, 2) : 1〉, 〈(5, 6) : 1〉. According

to Definition 7, the N-list of bcf can be built as follows. Fist, we compare 〈(4, 8) : 2〉 with 〈(1, 2) : 1〉. We

find that 〈(4, 8) : 2〉 cannot be an ancestor of 〈(1, 2) : 1〉 because 4, the pre-order of the former, is larger

than 1, the pre-order of the latter. Then, we go on comparing 〈(4, 8) : 2〉 with 〈(5, 6) : 1〉. Obviously,

〈(4, 8) : 2〉 is an ancestor of 〈(5, 6) : 1〉 because 4, the pre-order of the former, is less than 5, the pre-order

of the latter, and 8, the post-order of the former, is bigger than 6, the post-order of the latter. So,

〈(4, 8) : 1〉 are added to the N-list of bcf . Because there are no other elements except 〈(4, 8) : 2〉 in the

N-list of bf , the processing is stopped. Finally, we know that the N-list of bcf is 〈(4, 8) : 1〉. Figure 4

shows the whole processing procedure.
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No

4<5 and 8>6

(5,6):1

bf (4,8):2
4>1

cf (1,2):1

(4,8):1

Ok  

bcf

Figure 4 The N-list of bcf in Example 1.

Based on Definitions 4, 6, and 7, we have property as follow.

Property 4. Let 〈(x, y) : z〉 be a PP-code in the N-list of k-itemset i1i2 · · · ik. We have the following

conclusions:

1) There must be a node registering i1 having the PP-code with the same (x, y);

2) z is the count of all the k-itemset i1i2 · · · ik in the sub-tree with the corresponding node registering

i1 as the root.

Proof. We will prove this property by mathematical induction.

k = 1. According to Definition 4, we know that each PP-code in the N-list of any frequent item i

represents a node registering i. Therefore, Property 4 is true for k = 1.

k = 2. On the one hand, according to Definition 6, for any PP-code in the N-list of i1i2, there must

be a PP-code in the N-list of i1 with the same (x, y). And according to Definition 4, every PP-code in

the N-list of i1 corresponds to a node registering i1. So there must be a node registering i1 having the

PP-code with the same (x, y). So Conclusion 1) is right. On the other hand, from the merging process

of Definition 6, we can clearly find that z of each PP-code in the N-list of i1i2 is the sum of the count

of all the itemsets i1i2 in the sub-tree with the corresponding node registering i1 as the root. Then, we

know that Conclusion 2) is also right. Therefore, Property 4 holds for k = 2.

k = 3. The N-list of 3-itemset i1i2i3 is generated by the N-list of i1i3 and i2i3. As with the case of

k = 2, on the one hand, according to Definition 7, for any PP-code in the N-list of i1i2i3, there must be

a PP-code in the N-list of i1i3 with the same (x, y). And according to the case k = 2, for any PP-code

in the N-list of i1i3, there must be node registering i1 having the PP-code with the same (x, y). So

Conclusion 1) is true. On the other hand, from the merging process of Definition 7, we can clearly find

that z of each PP-code in the N-list of i1i2i3 is the sum of the count of all the itemsets i1i2i3 in the

sub-tree with the corresponding node registering i1 as the root. Then, we know that Conclusion 2) also

holds true. Therefore, Property 4 is true for k = 3.

For k > 3, the rationale is the same as k = 3. Therefore, we have Property 4.

Based on Property 4, we can easily conclude the following.

Property 5. Given an N-list of any k-itemset P = i1i2 · · · ik, which is denoted by {〈(x1, y1) : z1〉, 〈(x2, y2) :

z2〉, . . . , 〈(xm, ym) : zm〉}, the support of itemset P is z1 + z2 + · · ·+ zm.

Property 6. Let P = i1i2 · · · ik be a k-itemset and the N-list of P be 〈(x1, y1) : z1〉, 〈(x2, y2) : z2〉, . . . ,
〈(xm, ym) : zm〉. Then we have x1 < x2 < · · · < xm and y1 < y2 < · · · < ym.

Proof. In terms of Definitions 4, 6 and 7, The N-list of P is a sequence of PP-codes according to pre-order

ascending order. Therefore, we have x1 < x2 < · · · < xm. In addition, each 〈(xj , yj) : zj〉 corresponds to
a node with item-name = i1 according to Property 4. By Property 2, we have y1 < y2 < · · · < ym.

4 Mining frequent itemsets using N-list

In this section, we briefly describe the main idea and steps of PrePost, which is the algorithm that we

propose for mining frequent itemsets using N-lists. PrePost adopts Apriori-like approach for mining

frequent itemsets. According the processing sequence, the main steps involved in the PrePost algorithm

are: 1) Construct PPC-tree and identify all frequent 1-itemsets; 2) based on PPC-tree, construct the

N-list of each frequent 1-itemset; 3) scan PPC-tree to find all frequent 2-itemsets; 4) mine all frequent
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Algorithm 2 N-lists construction

Input: PPC-tree and L1, the set of frequent 1-itemsets.

Output: NL1, the set of the N-lists of frequent 1-itemsets.

Procedure N-lists construction (PPC-tree)

1: Create NL1, let NL1[k] be the N-list of L1[k].

2: for each node N of PPC-tree accessed by pre-order traversal do

3: if (N.item − name = L1[k].item− name) then

4: insert 〈(N.pre-order, N.post-order) : N.count〉 into NL1[k]

5: end if

6: end for

k(> 2)-itemsets. For step 1), Algorithm 1 in Subsection 3.2 shows its details. For the other steps, we

will present their details in following sections.

4.1 Building N-lists of frequent 1-itemsets

Given transaction database DB and minimum support ξ, once we build the PPC-tree, it is easy to obtain

the N-list of each frequent 1-itemset. By traversing the PPC-tree with pre-order, we can access each

node in PPC-tree. For each node N, we insert 〈(N.pre-order,N.post-order) : N.count〉 into the N-list of

the item registered by N . Algorithm 2 shows the details of how to construct the N-lists of all frequent

1-itemsets.

4.2 Mining frequent 2-itemsets

Many studies [5,10] reveal that the process of mining frequent 2-itemsets is high-cost for Apriori-based

algorithms because the number of candidate 2-itemsets is usually huge, so it will be time-consuming to

find frequent 2-itemsets by joining frequent 1-itemsets. Ref. [5] proposed a typical way to find all frequent

2-itemsets without joining frequent 1-itemsets. The method goes as follows. First, for each transaction,

we get all its 2-itemsets (subset). Then, we can get the support of each 2-itemset after we deal with all

transactions. Finally, it’s easy to find frequent 2-itemsets when the support of each 2-itemset is known.

However, we think out a better method, which can find out all frequent 2-itemsets by traversing the

PPC-tree. Our method finds frequent 2-itemsets as follows. By traversing the PPC-tree with pre-order,

we can access every node of the PPC-tree. For each node N , letting Na be one of its ancestors, we

increase the count of 2-itemset N.item-name∪Na.item-name by N.count. After scanning the PPC-tree,

we get all 2-itemsets containing in the PPC-tree and their support (their final counts). In finding frequent

2-patters, we just need to check whether the supports of these 2-itemsets are not less than ξ × |DB|.
Because the PPC-tree is more compressed than the corresponding transaction database and our method

does not need to generate all 2-itemsets in each transaction, our method is more efficient than the method

in [5]. Algorithm 3 shows the details of our method. To raise efficiency, we implement Algorithms 2 and

3 in the same pre-order traversal.

4.3 A linear-time-complexity method for intersecting N-lists

PrePost finds frequent (k+1)-itemsets by intersecting the N-lists of frequent k-itemsets. It is obvious that

the efficiency of intersecting two N-lists is vital to the efficiency of PrePost. Before giving our intersecting

method, let’s first examine the following example.

Let P1 = iui1i2 · · · i(k−2) and P2 = ivi1i2 · · · i(k−2)(iu � iv) be two (k − 1)-itemsets. The N-list of

P1 is {〈(x11, y11) : z11〉, 〈(x12, y12) : z12〉, . . . , 〈(x1m, y1m) : z1m〉}. The N-list of P2 is {〈(x21, y21) : z21〉,
〈(x22, y22) : z22〉, . . . , 〈(x2n, y2n) : z2n〉}. To generate the N-list of P = iuivi1 · · · i(k−2), a näıve method is

by comparing each PP-code of the N-list of P1 with each PP-code of the N-list of P2 to decide whether

they satisfy an ancestor-descendant relationship. It is obvious that the time complexity of the näıve

method is O(mn). This time complexity is unsatisfying. After some careful analysis, we find a linear-

time-complexity method, which is based on the following Lemma.
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Algorithm 3 mining frequent 2-itemsets

Input: PPC-tree and L1, the set of all frequent 1-itemsets.

Output: L2, the set of all frequent 2-itemsets.

Procedure L2 Construction (PPC-tree)

1: Let L1[k] be the kth element in L1, set L1[k].order = k.

2: Create Temp2 = int[L1.size()][L1.size()].

3: for each node N of PPC-tree accessed by pre-order traversal do

4: for each ancestor node of N, Let it be Na. do

5: Temp2[N.item− name.order][Na.item− name.order]+ = N.count;

6: end for

7: end for

8: for each element Temp2[i, j] in Temp2 do

9: if Temp2[i, j] � ξ × |DB| then
10: insert L1[i] ∪ L1[j] into L2

11: end if

12: end for

Lemma 1. Let P1 = iui1i2 · · · i(k−2) and P2 = ivi1i2 · · · i(k−2)(iu � iv) be two (k − 1)-itemsets.

The N-list of P1 is {〈(x11, y11) : z11〉, 〈(x12, y12) : z12〉, . . . , 〈(x1m, y1m) : z1m〉}. The N-list of P2 is

{〈(x21, y21) : z21〉, 〈(x22, y22) : z22〉, . . . , 〈(x2n, y2n) : z2n〉}. If ∃〈(x1s, y1s) : z1s〉 ∈ P1 and 〈(x2t, y2t) :

z2t〉 ∈ P2, 〈(x1s, y1s) : z1s〉 is an ancestor of 〈(x2t, y2t) : z2t〉, then any 〈(x1k, y1k) : z1k〉 ∈ P1(k 	= s)

cannot be an ancestor of 〈(x2t, y2t) : z2t〉.
Proof. Let 〈(x1s, y1s) : z1s〉 be an ancestor of 〈(x2t, y2t) : z2t〉, N1 be the node represented by 〈(x1s, y1s) :

z1s〉, N2 be the node represented by 〈(x2t, y2t) : z2t〉, and N be the node represented by 〈(x1k, y1k) :

z1k〉(k 	= s). If N is an ancestor of N2, then N1 and N must have an ancestor-descendant relationship.

According to Property 4, the item-names of N1 and N are both iu. But, by the construction of PPC-tree,

nodes with the same item-name cannot have an ancestor-descendant relationship. End of proof.

Based on Property 6 and Lemma 1, the generation of the N-list of P = iuivi1i2 · · · i(k−2) can be

efficiently implemented by a linear-time-complexity Method called NL intersection. The NL intersection

method first selects a PP-code from {〈(x11, y11) : z11〉, 〈(x12, y12) : z12〉, . . . , 〈(x1m, y1m) : z1m〉} according

to the order from left to right. Then, it checks an ancestor-descendant relationship of the PP-code and

PP-codes in {〈(x21, y21) : z21〉, 〈(x22, y22) : z22〉, . . . , 〈(x2n, y2n) : z2n〉}. In a word, our method makes use

of the characteristic that PP-codes in an N-list are ordinal.

Let 〈(x1i, y1i) : z1i〉 and 〈(x2j , y2j) : z2j〉 be the current PP-codes to be proceeded. The detailed

procedures of NL intersection method are as follows:

1) Check an ancestor-descendant relationship of 〈(x1i, y1i) : z1i〉 and 〈(x2j , y2j) : z2j〉.
2) If 〈(x1i, y1i) : z1i〉 is an ancestor of 〈(x2j , y2j) : z2j〉, then check whether there exists a node with the

form of 〈(x1i, y1i) : zmj〉 in the N-list of P: if so, change 〈(x1i, y1i) : zmj〉 to 〈(x1i, y1i) : zmj+z2j〉, otherwise
insert 〈(x1i, y1i) : z2j〉 into the N-list of P. After that, if 〈(x2(j+1), y2(j+1)

)
: z2(j+1)〉 is no null, then go to

1) to check an ancestor-descendant relationship of 〈(x1i, y1i) : z1i〉 and 〈(x2(j+1), y2(j+1)

)
: z2(j+1)〉; else

stop.

3) If 〈(x1i, y1i) : z1i〉 is not an ancestor of 〈(x2j , y2j) : z2j〉, there would be two cases: x1i > x2j or

x1i < x2j ∧ y1i < y2j . x1i cannot be equal to x2j because they are the pre-order ranks of different nodes.

Similarly, y1i cannot be equal to y2j .

(3.1) For x1i > x2j , if 〈(x2(j+1), y2(j+1)

)
: z2(j+1)〉 is no null, then go to 1) to check an ancestor-

descendant relationship of 〈(x1i, y1i) : z1i〉 and 〈(x2(j+1), y2(j+1)

)
: z2(j+1)〉; otherwise stop.

(3.2) If x1i < x2j ∧ y1i < y2j , if 〈(x1(i+1), y1(i+1)

)
: z1(i+1)〉 is no null, then go to 1) to check an

ancestor-descendant relationship of 〈(x1(i+1), y1(i+1)

)
: z1(i+1)〉 and 〈(x2j , y2j) : z2j〉; otherwise stop.

The rationale of step (3.1) can be explained as follows. According to Definition 6, for any v(< j), we

have x2v < x2j . Obviously, 〈(x1i, y1i) : z1i〉 cannot be the ancestor of 〈(x2v, y2v) : z2v〉. So, we need only

to check those x2u with u > j to judge whether it is greater than x1i. The rationale of step (3.2) can

be explained as follows. According to Property 6, we have y2j < y2t for j < t. Because of y1i < y2j in
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step (3.2), we have y1i < y2t. That is, 〈(x1i, y1i) : z1i〉 cannot be an ancestor of 〈(x2t, y2t) : z2t〉. So, we

do not need to check an ancestor-descendant relationship of 〈(x1i, y1i) : z1i〉 and 〈(x2t, y2t) : z2t〉, which
means 〈(x1i, y1i) : z1i〉 need not be processed any more. So, 〈(x1(i+1), y1(i+1)

)
: z1(i+1)〉, the next PP-code

of 〈(x1i, y1i) : z1i〉, should be selected as the next proceeded PP-code to check an ancestor-descendant

relationship with the PP-codes from the N-list of P2. For any 〈(x2k, y2k) : z2k〉(k < j), there are two

cases:

Case 1: there exists 〈(x1v, y1v) : z1v〉(1 � v � i) that is an ancestor of 〈(x2k, y2k) : z2k〉;
Case 2: 〈(x2k, y2k) : z2k〉 cannot be a descendant of 〈(x1v, y1v) : z1v〉 for any v(1 � v � i).

For case 1, 〈(x2k, y2k) :z2k〉 cannot be a descendant of 〈(x1(i+1), y1(i+1)
)
:z1(i+1)〉 according to Lemma 1.

For case 2, suppose x1i < x2k. We have y1i < y2k because 〈(x1i, y1i) : z1i〉 is not an ancestor of

〈(x2k, y2k) : z2k〉. According to the above procedure, an ancestor-descendant relationship of 〈(x1i, y1i) :

z1i〉 and 〈(x2u, y2u) : z2u〉 has not been checked for any u(u > k), which conflicts with the fact that

we are checking an ancestor-descendant relationship of 〈(x1i, y1i) : z1i〉 and 〈(x2j , y2j) : z2j〉. So we

have x1i > x2k. According to Property 6, we have x1(i+1) > x1i. So we have x1(i+1) > x2k, which

means that 〈(x2k, y2k) : z2k〉 cannot be a descendant of 〈(x1(i+1), y1(i+1)

)
: z1(i+1)〉. That is, we do not

need to check an ancestor-descendant relationship of 〈(x1(i+1), y1(i+1)

)
: z1(i+1)〉 and 〈(x2k, y2k) : z2k〉.

Therefore, we should go to 1) to check an ancestor-descendant relationship of 〈(x1(i+1), y1(i+1)

)
: z1(i+1)〉

and 〈(x2j , y2j) : z2j〉.
To get a better understanding our method, let’s examine an example. As shown in Figure 2, the

N-list of f is 〈(2, 1) : 1〉, 〈(8, 4) : 1〉, 〈(9, 7) : 1〉 and the N-list of a is 〈(3, 0) : 1〉, 〈(7, 3) : 1〉. Let’s see the

procedures that our method generates the N-list of fa.

We first check an ancestor-descendant relationship of 〈(2, 1) : 1〉 and 〈(3, 0) : 1〉. Because of 2 < 3

and 1 > 0, we know that 〈(2, 1) : 1〉 is an ancestor of 〈(3, 0) : 1〉. So, 〈(2, 1) : 1〉 are added to the

N-list of fa. Then, we check an ancestor-descendant relationship of 〈(2, 1) : 1〉 and 〈(7, 3) : 1〉, the

next element of 〈(3, 0) : 1〉. We know 2 < 7 and 1 < 3, which satisfy the condition of (3.2). So, we

go on checking an ancestor-descendant relationship of 〈(8, 4) : 1〉, the next element of 〈(2, 1) : 1〉, and
〈(7, 3) : 1〉. Because of 8 > 7, we should check an ancestor-descendant relationship of 〈(8, 4) : 1〉 and

the next element of 〈(7, 3) : 1〉 according to (3.1). However, there is no element after 〈(7, 3) : 1〉 in the

N-list of a. So, the processing is stopped. Finally, we conclude that the N-list of fa is 〈(2, 1) : 1〉. Let a
comparison of two elements in N-lists be a computing unit. For the above example, our method needs 3

computing units while the näıve method needs 2× 3(= 6) computing units. In fact, the time complexity

of NL intersection is linear. For the sake of discussion, we define a computing unit as a comparison for

checking an ancestor-descendant relationship of two elements in N-lists as the above paragraph. We have

the following conclusion.

Lemma 2. Let P1 and P2 be two (k − 1)-itemsets as mentioned in Lemma 1. The time complexity of

NL intersection for intersecting the N-lists of P1 and P2 is O(m+ n).

Proof. Let’s regard the elements in the N-list of P1 and P2 as nodes in a graph. If E1, an element in the

N-list of P1, and E2, an element in the N-list of P2, have been confirmed to have an ancestor-descendant

relationship, we add an edge between E1 and E2. Adopting the above method, we generate a graph G

after finishing the intersection of the N-list of P1 and P2 according to NL intersection. G consists of a

tree, TG, and some isolated nodes, which have no edge connecting other nodes. The number of the edges

in TG stands for the number of all comparisons of elements. The number of nodes in G is m+ n, which

is the number of all elements in the N-list of P1 and P2. It is clear that the number of nodes in TG is

no more than that in G. As we know, every n-node tree has exactly n− 1 edges [17]. So, the number of

edges in TG is no more than m+n−1. That is, the number of all comparisons is no more than m+n−1.

End of proof.

From the above proof, we know that O(m+n) is actually the worst-case time complexity ofNL intersec-

tion. For a better understanding of our proof, we illustrate the processing procedure of intersecting the

N-list of f and a by Figure 5, where steps 1 to 3 stand for the processing sequence of NL intersection.

Based on the above analysis, we have the following Algorithm 4.
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f

a

(2,1): 1  (8,4): 1

(3,0): 1 (7,3): 1

(9,7): 1

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 

Figure 5 The graph corresponding to the processing of intersecting the N-list of f and a according to NL intersection.

Algorithm 4 NL intersection

Input: NL1 = {〈(x11, y11) : z11〉, 〈(x12, y12) : z12〉, . . . , 〈(x1m, y1m) : z1m〉} and NL2 = {〈(x21, y21) : z21〉,
〈(x22, y22) : z22〉, . . . , 〈(x2n, y2n) : z2n〉}, which are the N-list of P1 = iui1i2 · · · i(k−2) and P2 = ivi1i2 · · ·
i(k−2)(iu � iv) respectively.

Output: NL3, the N-list P3 = iuivi1i2 · · · i(k−2).

Procedure NL intersection(NL1, NL2) (PPC-tree)

1: i← 1;

2: j ← 1;

3: while i � m&&j � n do

4: if (x1i < x2j) then

5: if (y1i > y2j) then

6: insert 〈(x1i, y1i) : z2j〉 into NL3;

7: j++;

8: else

9: i++;

10: end if

11: else

12: j++;

13: end if

14: end while

15: ptr1 ← NL3.first element; ////the first element of NL3

16: ptr2 ← ptr1.next element; ////the next element of ptr1

17: while ptr1 is not the last element of NL3 do

18: if ptr1.pre− code = ptr2.pre− code and ptr1.post− code = ptr2.post− code then

19: ptr1.count← ptr1.count+ ptr2.count;

20: delete ptr2 from NL3;

21: ptr2 ← ptr1.next element;

22: else

23: ptr1 ← ptr2;

24: ptr2 ← ptr1.next element;

25: end if

26: end while

4.4 Mining frequent k-itemsets

Before presenting the method for mining frequent k-itemsets, we provide a very import property on

mining frequent itemsets when some N-lists contain only one element.

Lemma 3 (Single path property). Let P1 = j1i1i2 · · · iv, P2 = j2i1i2 · · · iv, . . . , Pn = jni1i2 · · · iv, (j1 �
j2 � · · · � jn � i1 � i2 � · · · � iv) be itemsets and denote their intersections by Pa ∪ Pb =

jajbi1i2 · · · iv(1 � a < b � n). If the N-list of Pn has only one PP-code, and there is a set S =

{s1, s2, . . . , st}(1 � s1 < s2 < · · · < st < n) such that the N-list of each Pm ∪Pn(m ∈ S) is not null, then

1) For each m ∈ S, the N-list of Pm ∪Pn has only one PP-code and the support of Pm ∪Pn is Cn, the

support of Pn.

2) Let Ndm be the only node in the PPC-tree that represents Pm ∪ Pn. Then there must be

Nds1<(a−d−r)Nds2〉(a−d−r) · · ·<(a−d−r)Ndst, while X<(a−d−r)Y means that X is an ancestor of Y .
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(4,8): 4

(1,2): 1              (5,6): 3

(6,5): 3

(4,8): 3

(5,6): 3

Figure 6 An Example illustrating Corollary 1.

Proof. Lemma 3 is easy to be proved by Definition 7. Limited by space, we just give a brief proof.

For m ∈ S, the N-list of jmjni1i2 · · · iv is the result of intersecting the N-lists of Pm (= jmi1i2 · · · iv)
and Pn (= jni1i2 · · · iv). According to the precondition of Lemma 3, the N-list of Pm ∪ Pn is not null.

According to Definition 7, the N-list of Pm ∪ Pn has only one PP-code and the count of this PP-code is

Cn. Obviously the support of Pm ∪ Pn is Cn. Therefore, we have conclusion 1).

Let Ndsk(1 � k � t) be the only node in the PPC-tree that represents Psk ∪ Pn and Let Ndn be the

only node in the PPC-tree that represents Pn. According to Definition 7, Ndxk must be an ancestor

of Ndn. So, any two nodes of {Nds1, Nds2, . . . , Ndst} must have an ancestor-descendant relation. At

the same time, the registering item (item− name) of Ndsk is jsk in terms of Definition 7. According to

the precondition of Lemma 3, js1 � js2 � · · · � jst. According to the PPC-tree construction algorithm,

Nds1<(a−d−r)Nds2<(a−d−r) · · ·<(a−d−r)Ndst. End of proof.

In fact, Lemma 3 is similar to Lemma 3.2 (Single FP-tree path itemset generation) of [1]. Therefore,

Lemma 3 is also called single path property. For a better understanding of Lemma 3, we offer an

example. As shown in Figure 2, the N-list of b, c, and e are 〈(4, 8) : 4〉, 〈(1, 2) : 1〉, 〈(5, 6〉 : 3〉), and

〈(6, 5) : 3〉 respectively. We know b � c � e in terms of the definition of L1. In addition, e have only one

PP-code, which is 〈(6, 5) : 3〉. According to Definition 6, the N-list of be is 〈(4, 8) : 3〉, and the N-list of ce

is 〈(5, 6) : 3〉. Both the support of be and the support of ce are equal to 3, which is the support of e. Let

Ndbe denoted by (4,8) be the only node in the PPC-tree that represents be, and Ndce denoted by (5,6)

be the only node in the PPC-tree that represents ce. Ndbe is one ancestor of Ndce because of 4 < 5 and

8 > 6, as is evident in Figure 1. Based on Lemma 3, we can easily derive an important corollary, which

is useful for efficiently reducing candidate generation in the mining procedure.

Corollary 1. Suppose that P1, P2, . . . , and Pn satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3. Let S={s1, s2, . . . , st}
(1 � s1 < s2 < · · · < st < n) be the set such that the N-list of each Pm∪Pn(m ∈ S) is not null. Then the

support of any jsx1jsx2 . . . jsxyjni1i2 · · · iv(s1 � sx1 < sx2 < · · · < sxy � st, and sxk ∈ S for 1 � k � y)

is equal to Cn, the support of Pn.

Proof. For y = 1. According to conclusion 1) of Lemma 3, for sv ∈ S, we know that Psv ∪ Pn =

jsvjni1i2 · · · iv has only one PP-code and the support of Psv ∪ Pn is Cn. Without loss of generality, let

Ndsk = {〈(Pre sk, Post sk) : Cn〉} be the N-list of Psv ∪ Pn. That is, Corollary 1 is correct for y = 1.

For y = 2. According to Definition 7, the N-list of jsx1jsx2jsx3jni1i2 · · · iv(s1 � sx1 < sx2 � st) is the

result of intersecting {〈(Pre sx1, Post sx1) : Cn〉} and {〈(Pre sx2, Post sx2) : Cn〉}. According to con-

clusion 2) of Lemma 3, the node (Pre sx1, Post sx1) must be an ancestor of the node (Pre sx2, Post sx2)

in the PPC-tree. That is, we have Pre sx1 < Pre sx2 and Post sx1 > Post sx2. So, the N-list of

jsx1jsx2jni1i2 · · · iv is {〈(Pre sx1, Post sx1) : Cn〉}. That is, Corollary 1 is correct for y = 2.

For y = 3. According to Definition 7, the N-list of jsx1jsx2jsx3jni1i2 · · · iv(s1 � sx1 < sx2 < sx3 �
st) is the result of intersecting {〈(Pre sx1, Post sx1) : Cn〉}, the N-list of jsx1jsx3jni1i2 · · · iv, and

{〈(Pre sx2, Post sx2) : Cn〉}, the N-list of jsx2jsx3jni1i2 · · · iv. Similarly, we have Pre sx1 < Pre sx2
and Post sx1 > Post sx2. So, the N-list of jsx1jsx2jsx3jni1i2 · · · iv is {〈(Pre sx1, Post sx1) : Cn〉}. That
is, Corollary 1 is correct for y = 3.

In the same way, we can prove that Corollary 1 is correct for y > 3 by repeating the above processing

procedures. Thus, Corollary 1 is confirmed. End of proof.

If Pn is frequent, jsx1jsx2 · · · jsxyjni1i2 · · · iv must be also frequent. Let’s re-examine the above example.

We have the results as shown in Figure 6. Itemset e has only one PP-code, which is 〈(6, 5) : 3〉. Both
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Algorithm 5 Mining frequent k-itemsets

Input: the minimum support ξ, the frequent 1-itemsets L1 and their N-lists NL1. Note that frequent 1-itemsets

in L1 are sorted in support descending order.

Output: The frequent itemset set F .

Method: call mining L(L1, NL1)

Procedure mining L(Lk, NLk)

1: for i← Lk.size()− 1 to 1 do

2: Lk
i
+1 ← ∅;

3: NLk
i
+1 ← ∅;

4: for j ← i− 1 to 0 do

5 Assume Lk [i] = x1x2 · · ·xk and Lk [j] = yx2 · · ·xk(y � x1 � x2 � · · · � xk); //y ∈ L1, xs(1 � s � k) ∈ L1

6: l← yx1x2 · · ·xk; //Lk [i] ∪ Lk[j]

7: l.N− list← NL intersection(NLk [i] , NLk[j]);

8: if l.count � |DB| × ξ then

9: Lk
i
+1 ← Lk

i
+1 ∪ {l};

10: F ← F ∪ {l};
11: NLk

i
+1 ← NLk

i
+1 ∪ {l.N− list};

12: end if

13: end for

14: if Lk
i
+1 
= ∅ then

15: if NLk [i].length() = 1 then

16: Assume Lk
i
+1 = {P1, . . . , Pn} where Pi = yix1x2 · · ·xk

17: for any p = yv1yv2 · · · yvux1x2 · · · xk(1 � v1 < v2 < · · · < vu � n) do

18: p.count← NLk[i].count;

19: F ← F ∪ {p};
20: end for

21: else

22: Call mining L
(
Lk+1

i , NLk+1
i
)
;

23: end if

24: end if

25: end for

itemset be and itemset ce also contain only one PP-code. So, According to Corollary 1, the support of

bce is 3 without intersecting the N-lists of be and ce.

Let Lk be the set of frequent k-itemsets, and NLk be the set of N-lists of frequent k-itemsets. Based

on the above analysis, we have the following algorithm for mining frequent k(> 2)-itemsets using N-lists.

Note that l.count means the support of itemset l. According to Property 5, it can be computed by

summing value of count attribution of each PP-code in the N-list of l. The Procedure mining L uses

deep-first strategy to mine frequent itemsets. Lk
i
+1 stands for the set of frequent (k + 1)-itemsets that

end with x1x2 · · ·xk (that is, Lk[i]). NLk
i
+1 is the set of N-lists of elements in Lk

i
+1.The code section

from line 15 to 20 generates all relvenat frequent itemsets without candidate generation by making use

of Corollary 1.

Note that we do not generate frequent 2-itemsets in the implementation of mining L. In our im-

plementation, the frequent 2-itemsets are generated by Algorithm 3 in Subsection 4.2. In fact, our

implementation of mining L begins by generating frequent k(> 2)-itemsets from frequent 2-itemsets.

For the sake of integrity and easy of illustration, the Procedure mining L begin with frequent 1-itemsets

as shown in Algorithm 5.

To get a better understanding of our method, let’s take Example 1, mentioned in Subsection 3.2,

as a running example. In Example 1, the minimum support ξ is 0.4 and the frequent 1-itemsets

set F1 is {a, b, c, e, f}. By running Algorithm 2, we know that the N-lists of b, c, e, f , and a are

〈(4, 8) : 4〉, 〈(1, 2) : 1〉, 〈(5, 6) : 3〉, 〈(6, 5) : 3〉, 〈(2, 1) : 1〉, 〈(8, 4) : 1〉, 〈(9, 7) : 1〉, and 〈(3, 0) : 1〉, 〈(7, 3) : 1〉)
respectively. By running Algorithm 3, we directly find all frequent 2-itemsets, which are ca, bf , cf , be,

ce, and bc. Then, by running Algorithm 4, we get the N-lists of these frequent 2-itemsets, which are
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〈(1, 2) : 1〉, 〈(5, 6〉 : 1〉) (the N-list of ca), 〈(4, 8) : 2〉 (the N-list of bf), 〈(1, 2) : 1〉, 〈(5, 6) : 1〉) (the N-list

of cf), 〈(4, 8) : 3〉 (the N-list of be), 〈(5, 6) : 3〉) (the N-list of ce), 〈(4, 8) : 3〉 (the N-list of bc). With

Algorithm 5, we obtain two candidate 3-itemsets: bcf and bce. bcf is generated by combining bf and

cf and bce is generated by combining be and ce. By running Algorithm 4, the N-lists of bcf and bce

are 〈(4, 8) : 1〉 and 〈(4, 8) : 3〉 respectively. By scanning their N-lists, we know that the supports of bcf

and bce are 1 and 3 respectively. The minimum threshold is 2(0.4 ∗ 5). Therefore, bcf is infrequent and

bce is frequent. No candidate 4-itemsets have been generated so far because we have only one frequent

3-itemsets. Therefore, the running of our method is finished. Note that the single path property is not

used in the example because the example is too simple and has not enough long frequent itemsets.

5 Experimental evaluation

In this section, we report three sets of experiments in which the running time, memory consumption,

and scalability of PrePost are compared with well-known algorithms. Note that, the frequent itemsets

discovered by the PrePost algorithm are the same as those discovered by the compared algorithms in all

experiments. This confirms that the result generated by the PrePost algorithm is correct and complete.

5.1 Experiment setup

We used three real datasets and two synthetic datasets in our experiments. These datasets were often

used in previous study of frequent itemset mining. The three real datasets are Pumsb, Retail, and Ac-

cidents (from http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/testdata.html). The PUMS dataset contains census data. The

Retail dataset contains retail market basket data from an anonymous retail store. The Accident datasets

contain a rich source of information on different circumstances in which accidents have occurred. The

two synthetic datasets are T10I4D100K and T25I10D100K that were generated by the IBM generator

(http://www.almaden.ibm.com/cs/quest/syndata.html). To generate T10I4D100K, the average transac-

tion size and average maximal potentially frequent itemset size are set to 10 and 4, respectively, while

the number of transactions in the dataset and different items used in the dataset are set to 100K and 1K,

respectively. To generate T25I10D100K, the average transaction size and average maximal potentially

frequent itemset size are set to 25 and 10, respectively, while the number of transactions in the dataset

and different items used in the dataset are set to 100K and 1K, respectively.

Pumsb and Accidents are both quite dense, so a large number of frequent itemsets will be mined even

for very high values of minimum support. Compared with the real datasets, the synthetic dataset is much

sparser. Table 2 shows the characteristics of the real and synthetic datasets used in our experiments,

where shows the average transaction length (denoted by Avg. length), the number of items (denoted by

#Items) and the number of transactions (denoted by #Trans) in each dataset. For the sake of evaluation,

we choose dense and sparse datasets with different size to study PrePost performance on different data

environments.

We have compared the PrePost algorithm with two FP-growth algorithms, i.e. original FP-growth

algorithm and FP-growth* algorithm, and two vertical algorithms, i.e. original dEclat algorithm and

eclat goethals algorithm. Based on the original published papers [1,5], we implemented the original FP-

growth algorithm and the original dEclat algorithm by Microsoft/Visual C++. For the sake of simplicity,

we denote them by FP-growth and dEclat respectively. FP-growth* [13] is one of the best FP-growth

algorithms and is the winner of the FIMI03. The implementation of FP-growth* was downloaded from

http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/src/. The eclat goethals algorithm, which optimizes Eclat algorithm [10] by

using of diffsets [5], is one of the best vertical mining algorithms and shows its advantage over other vertical

mining algorithms in FIMI03 and FIMI04 (please refer to http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/). The implementation

of eclat goethals was downloaded from http://www.adrem.ua.ac.be/ goethals/software/. FP-growth* and

eclat goethals were both implemented by C/C++.

All experiments were performed on a Dell OptiPlex 755DT PC with Intel Core2 Duo 2.66 GHz and

2 GB Memory. The operating system was Microsoft Windows XP. Note that we did not directly compare
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Table 2 A summary of the datasets

Database Avg. length #Items #Trans

Pumsb 74 2113 49046

Retail 10.3 16470 88162

Accidents 33.8 468 340183

T10I4D100K 10.1 870 100000

T25I10D100K 24.9 990 99822
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Figure 7 Running time for (a) Pumsb, (b) Retail, (c) Accidents, (d) T10I4D100K and (e) T25I10D100K.

our results with those in some published papers on different experiment platforms because different

experiment platforms, such as software and hardware, may differ greatly in the runtime for the same

algorithms. So, it is very fair that we compare these algorithms in the same running environment.

5.2 Comparison of running time

Figure 7 show the running time of the compared algorithms on Pumsb, Retail, Accidents, T10I4D100K,

and T25I10D100K with different minimum supports. Due to the fact that data distributions of different

datasets are different, we set different ranges of minimum support for different datasets in order to mine

frequent itemsets in a reasonable time. Note that running time here means the total execution time,

which is the period between input and output.
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The X and Y axes in the five figures stand for running time and minimum support, respectively. In

addition, Y axis in Figures 7 (a), (b) and (c) is logarithmic for better demonstration.

Figure 7(a) shows the running time of the compared algorithms on Pumsb. PrePost runs fastest among

five algorithms under all minimum supports. Under large minimum supports, FP-growth runs faster than

FP-growth*. However, FP-growth* runs faster than FP-growth when minimum support is no more than

50%. Although eclat goethals run faster than dEclat, it is about an order of magnitude slower than

PrePost, FP-growth, and FP-growth*. When minimum support is not more than 60%, dEclat fails to

discover all frequent itemsets in 1000 s.

Figure 7(b) shows the running time of the compared algorithms on Retail. PrePost and FP-growth*

run fastest among five algorithms under all minimum supports. The differences between PrePost and

FP-growth* can be neglected. Under small minimum supports, FP-growth is slower than PrePost and

FP-growth*. eclat goethals is still faster than dEclat and is still about an order of magnitude slower than

PrePost, FP-growth, and FP-growth*. Once again, we find that when minimum support is not more

than 0.02%, dEclat cannot find all frequent itemsets in 1000 s.

Figure 7(c) shows the running time of the compared algorithms on Accidents. PrePost is most efficient

and runs about two times faster than FP-growth, and runs about three times faster than FP-growth*.

eclat goethals is still inferior to PrePost, FP-growth, and FP-growth* and is about an order of magnitude

slower than them. dEclat is still most inefficient and runs more than 1000 s again when the minimum

support is 10%. In addition, eclat goethals become inefficient and runs more than 1000 s when the

minimum support is 2%.

Figure 7(d) shows the performance comparison of the algorithms on T10I4D100K. PrePost is most

efficient among five algorithms under all minimum supports. FP-growth runs faster than FP-growth*

under large minimum supports while FP-growth* runs faster than FP-growth under small minimum

supports. Overall, FP-growth* is a little superior to FP-growth. eclat goethals is slower than PrePost,

FP-growth, and FP-growth*. However, the differences in running time are within an order of magnitude.

The performance of dEclat is surprising. It is just inferior to PrePost and is superior to other three

algorithms under high minimum supports.

Figure 7(e) shows the performance comparison of the algorithms on T25I10D100K. The results on

T25I10D100K are almost the same as those on T10I4D100K except in one case where dEclat is faster

than eclat goethals under all minimum supports.

Figures 7 (a) and (c) show that when dense datasets are used, PrePost, FP-growth*, and FP-growth are

much faster than dEclat and eclat goethals. Figure 7(b) shows that when the values of minimum support

are very low, PrePost, FP-growth*, and FP-growth are also much faster than dEclat and eclat goethals.

This is because both dense datasets and low minimum supports mean that the number of frequent itemsets

will be very large. Although dEclat and eclat goethals adopt efficient data structures for boosting the

mining speed, they still employ candidate set generation-and-test strategy to discover frequent itemsets,

as has been shown to be far from efficient for mining a huge number of frequent itemsets [1,13]. Both

FP-growth* and FP-growth employ partitioning-based, divide-and-conquer method to directly discover

frequent itemsets without candidate generation. Although PrePost also employs candidate set generation-

and-test strategy to discovery frequent itemsets, it also adopts an efficient technique based on Corollary 1

to find frequent itemsets quickly without generating candidates. We believe that the technique has great

influence on the performances of PrePost. However, the exact influence of the technique is still unknown

because it is very hard to be analyzed quantitatively.

When datasets are sparse or the values of minimum support are moderate, the advantage of PrePost,

FP-growth*, and FP-growth over dEclat and eclat goethals is not so very distinct. Figures 7 (d) and (e)

support the above conclusion.

In summary, no matter which dataset is chosen, experimental results suggest the following ordering of

these algorithms as running time is concerned:

PrePost > {FP -growth∗, FP -growth} > eclat goethals > dEclat,

where “>” means “faster than”.
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Figure 11 Comparison of candidate itemsets for

T25I10D100K.

The reason why PrePost is superior to FP-growth-alike algorthms can be explained as follows. Although

PrePost adopts the structure of PPC-Tree, which is similar to FP-tree, it avoids the time consuming

process of constructing a lot of conditional FP-tree as in FP-growth by simply intersecting N-lists. In

fact, the intersection of two N-lists can be corresponding to the construction of a conditional FP-tree.

However, our experimental result shows that the intersecting action of two N-lists is more efficient. In

addition, PrePost can also directly find frequent itemsets without generating candidates as FP-growth

does. This makes PrePost still efficient when datasets are dense and frequent itemsets are long.

The reason why PrePost outperforms Tid-set based vertical algorithms lies in the following facts:

1) the length of N-list is much shorter than previously proposed vertical structures (such as Diffsets), and

2) PrePost adopts Corollary 1 to find relevant frequent itemsets quickly without generating candidates in

some cases. To validate 1) and 2), we chose Pumsb and T25I10D100K as the test datasets. Figures 8 and

9 show the average length of N-lists and diffsets on Pumsb and T25I10D100K with different minimum

supports respectively. Note that the basic unit of diffsets is transaction ID number and the basic unit

of N-lists is PP-code, which is triple. The length of a diffset or an N-list is the number of basic units.

Figure 8 indicates that the average length of diffsets of dEclat is about four orders of magnitude bigger

than that of N-lists of PrePost on Pumsb. Figure 9 shows that the average length of diffsets of dEclat is

over one order of magnitude bigger than that of N-lists of PrePost on T25I10D100K. It should be pointed

out that the average length becomes shorter with decreasing minimum support because diffsets or N-lists

of itemsets with lower support are usually shorter. Figures 10 and 11 shows the number of candidate

itemsets generated by PrePost and dEclat. We observe that the number of candidate itemsets of dEclat

is about 4 times of that of PrePost on Pumsb. On T25I10D100K, the number of candidate itemsets of

dEclat is over 10 times of that of PrePost.

5.3 Comparison of memory usage

As for storage cost, we used Pumsb and T25I10D100K as test datasets and adopted the largest memory

usage in the whole runtime of an algorithm as its memory usage.
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Figure 12 Memory usage comparison for Pumsb. Figure 13 Memory usage comparison for T25I10D100K.

Table 3 Running time (s) of all algorithms on datasets generated from T10I4

Datasets
Algorithms

D100K D200K D500K D1000K D2000K

PrePost 0.953 2.218 5.859 12.546 27.156

FP-growth 2.046 3.922 10.171 21.218 45

dEclat 3.546 9.859 13.093 26.203 53.015

FP-growth* 1.296 2.797 7.843 16.421 34.656

eclat goethals 5.406 10.312 24.828 48.921 96.73

Figure 12 shows the memory cost of the compared algorithms on Pumsb, which is a dense dataset.

The memory consumed by eclat goethals and dEclat is about 4 to 5 times of that of FP-growth, FP-

growth*, and PrePost. The memory usage of PrePost is on average about 1.2 times of the memory usage

of FP-growth and FP-growth*. The difference between FP-growth and FP-growth* can be neglected.

Figure 13 shows the memory cost of the compared algorithms on T25I10D100K, which is a sparse

dataset. However, the memory consumed by FP-growth, FP-growth*, and PrePost is more than that

of eclat goethals and dEclat. The memory usage of PrePost is on average about 1.8 times that of the

memory usage of FP-growth* and about 1.4 times of the memory usage of FP-growth.

The reason why PrePost consumes more memory than FP-growth and FP-growth* can be explained

as follows. For these algorithms, the most consumption of memory is the original PPC-tree or FP-tree.

Since a node of PPC-tree contains more information (pre-order and post-order) than a node of FP-tree,

the PPC-tree of a dataset is a little bigger than its FP-tree. In addition, Algorithm 3 adopted by PrePost

for directly finding frequent 2-itemsets need maintains a two-dimension array, which needs large memories

when there are a lot of frequent 1-itemsets.

In summary, FP-growth, FP-growth*, and PrePost consume less memory than eclat goethals and

dEclat when datasets are dense, while the situation is the opposite when datasets are sparse.

5.4 Scalability

Because the parameters of synthetic datasets are easily adjustable, we tested the scalability of all algo-

rithms by running them on data sets generated from T10I4 and T25I10. The number of transactions

in the data sets for Tables 3 and 4 ranges from 100k to 2 M. In all data sets generated from T10I4,

the number of items is 1000, the average transaction length is 10, and the average maximal potentially

frequent itemset size is 4. In all data sets generated from T25I10, the number of items is 1000, the average

transaction length is 25, and the average maximal potentially frequent itemset size is 10. All algorithms

ran on data sets from T10I4 for minimum support 0.1 percent and data sets from T25I10 for minimum

support 1 percent.
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Table 4 Running time (s) of all algorithms on datasets generated from T25I10

Datasets
Algorithms

D100K D200K D500K D1000K D2000K

PrePost 1.765 3.754 9.812 20.500 38.610

FP-growth 3.109 7.375 18.500 38.078 79.437

dEclat 2.265 4.937 13.125 23.296 49.796

FP-growth* 2.484 5.031 13.140 28.031 62.421

eclat goethals 10.109 19.562 47.843 94.812 189.015

Table 5 Speed scalability of all algorithms on datasets generated from T10I4

D100K–D200K D200K–D500K D500K–D1000K D1000K–D2000K Average

PrePost 2.327387 2.641569 2.141321 2.164515 2.318698

FP-growth 1.916911 2.59332 2.086127 2.120841 2.1793

dEclat 2.780316 1.328025 2.001298 2.023242 2.03322

FP-growth* 2.158179 2.804076 2.093714 2.110468 2.291609

eclat goethals 1.90751 2.804076 1.970396 1.977269 2.164813

Table 6 Speed scalability of all algorithms on datasets generated from T25I10

D100K–D200K D200K–D500K D500K–D1000K D1000K–D2000K Average

PrePost 2.126912 2.613745 2.089278 1.883415 2.178338

FP-growth 2.372145 2.508475 2.05827 2.086165 2.256264

dEclat 2.179691 2.658497 1.774933 2.137534 2.187664

FP-growth* 2.025362 2.611807 2.133257 2.226856 2.249321

eclat goethals 1.935107 2.611807 1.981732 1.993577 2.130556

Tables 3 and 4 show the running time of all algorithms on all datasets. For evaluating the scalability

of a algorithm, we use the ratio of the running time on a dataset to the running time on the previous

dataset (the biggest one that is small than it). For example, the value of the element, corresponding

to PrePost and D100K–D200K in Table 5, is 2.327387. This value is the result of dividing 2.218, the

running time of PrePost on D200K (T10I4), by 0.953, the running time of PrePost on D100K (T10I4).

Tables 5 and 6 show the speed scalability of all algorithms. The last columns of Tables 5 and 6 stand for

the average speed scalability. From these tables, we find that all five algorithms show almost the same

scalability.

However, if we fix occurring frequency of each itemsets and just replicate transactions, PrePost, FP-

growth*, and FP-growth will scale much better than eclat goethals and dEclat. This is because no matter

how many times the transactions are replicated, the former builds up an FP-tree or PPC-tree with a size

identical to that of the original one, which is built on nonreplicated transactions.

From the figures of runtime, memory consumption, and scalability of all algorithms, we can draw the

conclusion that PrePost is one of the best algorithms for mining frequent itemsets whether the data sets

are dense or sparse. For sparse datasets, the memory consumption of PrePost is unfortunately very high

because it is essentially based on data structure similar to FP-tree. This is a common fault of algorithms

based on FP-tree [13]. However, when sparse datasets are used, PrePost is still the fastest algorithm,

thanks to the N-list technique.

5.5 Discussion

The datasets we have used in our experiments have been widely used in previous researches. Our algorithm

not only obviously outperforms two state-of-the-art vertical algorithms (dEclat and eclat goethals) and

FP-growth, but also outperforms FP-growth*, the state-of-the-art implementation of FP-growth, in most
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cases. We did not use Apriori algorithm and other vertical algorithms (such as Eclat algorithms) as

baseline algorithms because FP-growth, dEclat and eclat goethals have been shown to outperform these

algorithms [1,5]. In addition, we did not make comparison with PPV because FP-growth is claimed to

be better than PPV on real datasets [6].

In fact, PrePost combines the advantages of FP-growth and vertical algorithms. Both PrePost and

FP-growth use compressed prefix tree to store the datasets. In some cases, PrePost also employs the

same way as FP-growth to find frequent itemsets directly without generating candidates. However,

PrePost computes the count of an itemset by simply scanning its N-list without constructing complexity

conditional FP-tree. On the other hand, PrePost and vertical algorithms adopt similar data structure

originating from inverted list, which makes the counting of itemsets’ supports very simple and avoids

scanning the datasets repeatedly. However, N-list used by PrePost is much smaller than that used by

vertical algorithms. As a consequence, the efficiency of PrePost is much better than vertical algorithms.

PrePost can directly find frequent itemsets without generating candidates. This is another important

reason for PrePost to outperform vertical algorithms.

Storage cost for maintaining the N-lists of itemsets is decided by the dataset used. If the dataset is

dense, the storage cost is low. If the dataset is sparse, the storage cost is high, because the density of

datasets decides the size of PPC-tree, and hence the storage cost for maintaining the N-lists. As stated in

Subsection 5.3, because PPC-tree contains more information than FP-tree, the memory usage of PrePost

is larger than that of FP-growth or FP-growth*. Therefore, how to design a good structure to store

N-lists is an interesting issue.

Note that this paper focuses on algorithmic concepts rather than implementations. As we know,

the runtime is different for different implementations of the same algorithm. For example, we find the

implementation of FP-tree construction in FP-growth* is faster than our implementation of FP-tree

construction in FP-growth. Therefore, although the implementations of FP-growth* and eclat goethals

used in this experiment are all in C/C++, the different data structures and libraries employed by these

two algorithm make the comparison unfair. At present, our implementation of PrePost in this paper only

adopts basic programming techniques. We think that if we employ some specific data structures and

libraries suitable for PrePost, it will be improved both in time and space. This will be our future work.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a novel data structure, N-list, for storing compressed and lossless

information about frequent itemsets. Based on N-lists, we developed an algorithm, PrePost, for fast

mining frequent itemsets in databases. The advantages of the PrePost algorithm over other algorithms

lie in the following facts: 1) It employs a compact data structure, N-list, which is usually substantially

smaller than the original databases and thus avoids costly database scans in the subsequent mining

processes. 2) The counting of itemsets’ supports is transformed into the intersection of N-lists and it

employs an efficient strategy with complexity of O(m+n) for intersecting two N-lists, where m and n are

the cardinalities of the two N-lists respectively. 3) By making use of the single path property of N-list, it

directly finds frequent itemsets without generating candidate itemsets in some cases.

We have implemented the PrePost algorithm and studied its performance in comparison with several

well-known frequent itemset mining algorithms on a variety of real and synthetic datasets. Our perfor-

mance study shows that the PrePost algorithm is more efficient than the algorithms compared. It is best

in 4 out of 5 datasets as running time is concerned and it was not worse than the best competitor in the

remaining dataset. Even though the algorithm consumes more memory when the data sets are sparse, it

is still the fastest one.

As future extensions of this work, first we will extend our algorithm to mine maximal frequent

itemsets [18,19], closed frequent itemsets [20,21], compressed frequent-itemset sets [22,23], high utility

patterns [24,25], and impact-targeted activity patterns [26], second, we will further explore our method

to discovery frequent itemsets from data streams [27,28], third we will try to effectively integrate the idea

of PrePost into the process of mining patterns from complex data [29–31]. Finally, as the available data is
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growing exponentially, parallel/distributed techniques, such as cloud computing, are becoming the main

tools for analyzing and mining very huge databases. Therefore, the parallel/distributed implementation

of our algorithm is also an interesting work.
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